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In order to build a large scale quantum computer, one must be able to correct errors extremely
fast. We design a fast decoding algorithm for topological codes to correct for Pauli errors and
erasure and combination of both errors and erasure. Our algorithm has a worst case complexity of
O(nα(n)), where n is the number of physical qubits and α is the inverse of Ackermann’s function,
which is very slowly growing. For all practical purposes, α(n) ≤ 3. We prove that our algorithm
performs optimally for errors of weight up to (d − 1)/2 and for loss of up to d − 1 qubits, where d
is the minimum distance of the code. Numerically, we obtain a threshold of 9.9% for the 2d-toric
code with perfect syndrome measurements and 2.6% with faulty measurements.
Introduction
The main obstacle to the construction of a quantum
computer is the unavoidable presence of errors, which left
unchecked quickly destroy quantum information. Error
correction will therefore be essential to perform mean-
ingful quantum computation. Experimental efforts have
made rapid progress in recent years [1–10], and may soon
have the capabilities to demonstrate small-scale error cor-
rection. Topological codes, in particular Kitaev’s surface
code [11], are currently expected to form the core archi-
tecture of this first generation of quantum computers, due
to their high thresholds and their locality. However, to
use these codes, we also require a classical decoding algo-
rithm, which must process measurement information fast
enough to keep pace with the clock-speed of the quantum
device. While the question of which codes will be the first
to be realized seems to be answered, no existing decoder
is yet fast enough to match the speeds that the first gen-
eration of quantum processors will require [12].
Many decoding algorithms that run in polynomial time
have developed [13–41], but although this is considered
efficient, in practice quadratic or cubic complexity is
likely too slow to correct errors faster than they accu-
mulate in a quantum device. Minimum weight perfect
matching (MWPM) decoder [42] is currently the most
standard decoder for topological codes, and has a worst
case complexity of between O(n3) and O(n7) depending
on the implementation [43]. Significant efforts have been
made to optimize its performance [20], and extend it to
more general noise models [44–47]. Most notably, Fowler
has achieved large speed improvements [31]. But despite
1Electronic address: nidelfos@microsoft.com
this, further speed-up is required if the decoder is to be
practical in a real device.
In this work, we design a decoding algorithm for topo-
logical codes that runs in the worst case in almost-linear
time in the number of physical qubits n, with a high
threshold (See Table I). We focus on the worst case com-
plexity and not only on the average case complexity since
it is the maximum running time of the decoder that will
determine the clock-time of the quantum computer. Our
key insight is the use of the Union-Find data-structure al-
gorithm [48, 49] that allows us to dynamically keep track
of and update the estimation of the error as the decoder
runs. We obtain a threshold of 9.9% for correction of
phase-flip or bit-flip Pauli error and 2.6% with faulty syn-
drome measurement. By almost-linear complexity, we do
not mean O(n log n) but even lower. Our decoder has a
worst-case complexity O(nα(n)), where α is the inverse
of Ackermann’s function [49]. Although it is not formally
linear, α is so slowly growing that it can be considered
as a constant. If the number of physical qubits used is
smaller than the number of atoms in the universe, then
α(n) ≤ 3.
Table I: Comparison of the Union-Find and MWPM decoders’
thresholds under phase-flip error.
UF decoder MWPM decoder
2d-toric code 9.9% 10.3% [42]
2+1d-toric code 2.6% 2.9% [50]
2d-hexagonal color code 8.4% 8.7% [41]
We begin by introducing the surface code in Section I.
In Section II we introduce an outline of the decoding
algorithm, and give analytic arguments about its perfor-
mance in Section III. Sections IV and V contains our
main result, the description of the implementation that
can be used to implement our decoding algorithm in
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Figure 1: Average running time. We show the time taken
to perform 106 Montecarlo trials of decoding for a 2d toric
lattice, under Pauli error and erasure error, with pe = 0.1.
The average decoder running time increases linearly with the
number of qubits. Our decoder was implemented in C, and
run on a single 2.9 GHz Intel Core i5 CPU.
almost-linear time. Finally we present our numerical re-
sults, and discuss the application of the decoder beyond
the surface code in Section VI. Further discussion of the
complexity scaling, and numerical simulations is given in
the Appendices.
I. BACKGROUND - THE SURFACE CODE
Our decoding algorithm generalizes to any surface code
with any genus, with or without boundaries [51, 52] as
well as to color codes [53]. For simplicity, we choose to
describe the implementation for the surface code without
periodic boundary conditions.
The surface code: The surface code, introduced
by Kitaev [11], is a topological code, defined on a square
lattice of the torus, where a qubit is placed on each edge.
Denote respectively by V,E, F the set of vertices, edges
and faces of the lattice. The code is defined to be the
ground space of the Hamiltonian,
H = −
∑
v∈V
Xv −
∑
f∈F
Zf
There is an operator Xv associated with each vertex v of
the lattice and a plaquette operator Zf associated with
each face f . Xv is the product of the Pauli-X matrices
acting on the edges incident to v, i.e. Xv =
∏
e∈vXe,
and Zf =
∏
e∈f Ze is the product of the Pauli-Z acting
on all edge of the face f . The code space is defined as
the simultaneous ‘+1’ eigenstate of these operators Xv
and Zf . These operators, and any product of them, are
called the stabilizers of the code, and form the stabilizer
group, S.
Error model: For simplicity, we consider only i.i.d.
phase-flip errors, where each qubit is subjected to a Z-
error with probability pZ . The X-part of a Pauli error
Figure 2: The two stages of decoding. The erasure de-
coder proceeds in two stages. We begin with a syndrome, σ,
caused by an error, EZ , that is supported only partially in ε.
In the first stage, syndrome validation modifies the erasure to
ε′ in such a way that there is an error E′Z , entirely supported
within ε′, whose syndrome is also σ. In the second stage σ
and ε′ are decoded using the erasure decoder.
can be corrected identically. In addition to Pauli errors, a
qubit may be erased, with probability pe. We call the set
of all erased qubits, the erasure, ε. We use the term era-
sure to describe the error channel through which a qubit
at a known location is subjected to a Pauli Z error with
probability 1/2. The terms erasure, loss and leakage are
sometimes used interchangably, but physically loss and
leakage are two separate mechanisms through which a
qubit can be erased. If we detect that a qubit has left
the computational subspace (leakage), or that it is phys-
ically missing (lost), it can be reinitialized or replaced,
which corresponds to a random Pauli error after mea-
surement of the stabilizers. However, it is worth noting
that other physical processes could cause an error at a
known location, and these can be treated identically as
an erasure.
Error correction: Error correction proceeds by
measuring the stabilizer operators Xv. When an error
EZ ∈ {I, Z}⊗n has affected the qubits of the code, any
stabilizer Xv that anticommutes with the error returns a
‘-1’ outcome. The subset of vertices, v, with −1 mea-
surement outcomes is called the syndrome, σ. Given
a syndrome, σ, and an erasure, ε, the role of the de-
coder is to find a correction operator, C(σ, ε), such that
C(σ, ε)EZ ∈ S. That is, when the correction operator is
applied to the code, the error is corrected up to a stabi-
lizer.
II. UNION-FIND DECODER FOR SURFACE
CODES
We begin by introducing an outline of the decoding
procedure, without the details of its implementation that
are required to achieve low complexity.
Our algorithm is motivated by the fact that erasure er-
rors are much simpler to decode than Pauli errors. Sim-
ply put, we can describe an erasure error as a Pauli error
at a known location. When erasure is the only source of
error the decoding problem is significantly simplified, as
errors can only be present within the erasure. The peel-
ing decoder for erasure introduced in [54] uses this fact to
find a correction in the case that only erasure errors are
present. When Pauli errors can also occur this algorithm
3will necessarily fail, as the correction now has support
outside the erasure.
The decoder is divided into two stages, as shown in
Figure 2. The goal of the first stage is to take a syndrome
generated by both Pauli error and erasure, ε, and from
this generate a modified erasure, ε′, such that there is
a valid correction operator supported entirely in ε′. We
call this stage syndrome validation. After the syndrome
is validated, we can apply the peeling decoder to find a
correction.
To perform syndrome validation, we identify ‘invalid’
clusters of erasures, and iteratively grow them until the
updated state is correctable by the erasure decoder. This
idea of growing and merging clusters in order to cor-
rect them as locally as possible has been previously ex-
plored [14, 15, 19], but in order to make such a decoder
fast one needs to be able rapidly update the clusters as
they grow. This dynamical update gives the dominant
contribution to the decoding complexity.
To define how we can identify invalid clusters of era-
sures, we state our first lemma.
Lemma 1 (even vs odd clusters). Let ε be a connected
subset of edges and let σ be a set of syndrome vertices
included in ε. There exists a Z-error EZ ⊂ ε of syndrome
σ if and only if the cardinality of σ is even.
This is straightforward to prove. We define a cluster
to be a connected component of erased qubits in the sub-
graph (V, ε). These clusters can be either a connected
subgraph induced by a subset of erased edges, or an iso-
lated vertex. If no Pauli error is present, it must be the
case that the cluster supports an even number of syn-
drome bits. If the cluster supports an odd number of
syndrome vertices then we identify it as ‘invalid’, at least
one error chain must terminate in this cluster. The era-
sure decoder cannot be applied directly to odd clusters
Since we cannot apply the erasure decoder to odd clus-
ters directly, instead we grow these clusters by adding
edges to the erasure until they connect with another odd
cluster. When two odd clusters merge the resulting clus-
ter is even, and can therefore be corrected. Note that a
single vertex outside the erasure supporting a syndrome
bit is an odd cluster.
Algorithm 1 describes this procedure. Steps 1-7 per-
form syndrome validation, and in step 8 the erasure de-
coder is applied. Lemma 1 proves that we can apply the
erasure decoding at the end of Algorithm 1 and that this
final step will return a correction C that is consistent with
the syndrome. Figure 3 shows an example of the growing
and merging procedure.
We will later discuss the detail of the implementation
required to achieve a low complexity, but first we focus
on the error tolerance of the algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Union-Find decoder – Naive version
Require: The set of erased positions ε ⊂ E and the syn-
drome σ ⊂ V of an error EZ .
Ensure: An estimation C of EZ up to a stabilizer.
1: Create the list of all odd clusters C1, C2, . . . , Cm, and ini-
tialize the modified erasure ε′ = ε
2: While there exists an odd cluster do:
3: Run over the list of odd clusters and do:
4: Grow Ci by increasing its radius by one half-edge.
5: If Ci meets another cluster, fuse and update parity.
6: If Ci is even, remove it from the odd cluster list.
7: Add full edges that are in the grown clusters to ε′.
8: Apply the peeling decoder to the erasure to find C.
Figure 3: Schematic representation of syndrome validation.
III. DECODER PERFORMANCE
We now discuss the performance of the decoder in the
low error regime, and show that it performs just as well
as the most likely error (MLE) decoder below the min-
imum distance. MLE decoder returns the most likely
error configuration given the observed syndrome. The
MWPM-decoder is an implementation of an MLE de-
coder.
For any code, the MLE decoder can correct any er-
ror configuration, EZ , with a weight of up to (d − 1)/2,
where d is the minimum distance of the code. For the era-
sure channel, any erasure pattern of up to d − 1 qubits
can be corrected. Moreover, both of these bounds are
4tight. Reaching these values with an efficient decoding
algorithm is evidence of good performance.
In our mixed noise model, MLE decoder can correct
any combination of t erased qubits and s Z-errors (out-
side the erased set) as long as t + 2s < d. This bound,
generalizing both previous cases, is also tight.
Theorem 1. If t+ 2s < d, Algorithm 1 can correct any
combination of t erased qubits and s Z-error.
This algorithm performs well for both Pauli errors, era-
sures and combinations of the two.
Proof. For the case of erasures the proof is straightfor-
ward since the erasure decoder can be called immediately
without going through steps 1. to 7. Consider next the
other extreme where only Pauli errors occur and denote
the error by EZ . A cluster C grows in Algorithm 1 (Step
4.), when there are an odd number of syndrome vertices
contained within it. This implies that there exists at
least one path in the support of EZ connecting a vertex
of C to a vertex outside of C. Therefore, when a cluster
grows, at least one new half-edge of EZ is covered. After
at most 2s rounds of growth, the grown cluster covers the
entire error EZ and there can be no more odd clusters
left to grow. At the end of the growing procedure, the
diameter of the largest erased cluster is at most 2s edges
(4s half-edges). By erasing this cluster, we obtain an era-
sure pattern that covers EZ and that does not cover a
non-trivial logical error since 2s < d. When the peeling
decoder is run in the final step it must therefore succeed
at identifying EZ up to a stabilizer. This argument relies
on the optimality of the peeling decoder proven in [54]
The general argument for a combination of s errors and
t erasures is similar. Growing the clusters increases the
diameter of the largest cluster by at most 2s. It is then
upper bounded by 2s+ t < d. Just as in the case of only
Pauli errors, the final step returns an error equivalent to
EZ , up to a stabilizer.
IV. ACHIEVING ALMOST-LINEAR
COMPLEXITY
Our next goal is to show that our decoder can be
implemented in almost-linear time in the number of
qubits, n, by exploiting Union-Find data-structure al-
gorithms [48, 49].
A. Union-Find algorithm for cluster growth
The key function of the decoder is to grow clusters, and
fuse them when they meet. For this we need two things:
a function Union(u, v) that performs the fusion opera-
tion on two clusters Cu and Cv, and a function Find(v)
that identifies the cluster to which vertex v belongs. The
Find() function allows us to distinguish clusters from one
another, since we only wish to fuse clusters when they
are distinct. When an edge, (u, v) is added to a growing
cluster, we call the function Find(u) and Find(v) on its
two endpoints. If the endpoints belong to the same clus-
ter, Find(u) = Find(v), in which case we do nothing. If
Find(u) 6= Find(v), they belong to different clusters and
we must fuse Cu and Cv. The complexity of this subrou-
tine provides the leading order in the complexity of our
decoder.
A naive algorithm: We first describe a naive imple-
mentation of the Union() and Find() functions. Let us
store an index Find(v) for each vertex v in a look-up table
of size |V |. This makes the cluster identification trivial.
However, when Union(u, v) is called one must update the
cluster indices Find(w) for all the vertices w of one the
two clusters Cu or Cv in order to correctly update the
state. This might require a number of updates of cluster
indices Find(v), which is itself linear in n. In the worst
case, we call Union up to n−1 times, yielding a quadratic
overall complexity, O(n2).
B. Implementation
We now describe the data structure, and steps required
in the implementation to achieve an almost-linear com-
plexity.
Weighted Union: In order to reduce the complexity
due to updating the cluster index after merging, we can
choose to always select the smallest component of the
two clusters, Cu and Cv, to update. The size of the
small cluster at least doubles at each call of Union(),
which means that every vertex index is updated at most
O(log(n)) times, reducing the complexity of the Union-
Find update to O(n log n). To do this it is also necessary
to store the size of each component, but this does not
affect the complexity, as we can simply add them to our
look-up table.
Tree representation: We now consider how the clus-
ters can be stored in memory in order to speed up the
index update in Union(). The representation we choose
increases the cost of the Find() function, but overall the
complexity is reduced. We represent each cluster C as
a tree that we call a cluster tree. The vertices of the
cluster-tree correspond to the vertices of the cluster C
of the lattice, however, the cluster-tree is an arbitrary
tree and does not have to respect the lattice structure.
An example of this data structure is shown in Figure 4.
An arbitrary vertex u of C is chosen as the root of the
cluster-tree and is used to identify the cluster. The size
of the cluster and its parity are also stored at its root.
Find(v) returns the root of u, for which we must traverse
the tree from u to its root. The cost of Find() is therefore
given by the depth of the tree. To minimize this cost, the
cluster-trees are initialized with depth 1 at the beginning
of the Union-Find decoder. When Union(u, v) is applied,
one must first check whether u and v belong to the same
cluster. To do this we call Find(u) and Find(v) and walk
5Figure 4: A cluster-tree data structure. The tree is
initialized with depth one but this may increase during the
decoding procedure. The size and parity are stored at the
root of the cluster-tree.
through the trees from u and v to their respective roots.
If these components are distinct, the trees are merged
in two steps. First, the smallest cluster-tree (say Cv)
is added as a subtree of the root Find(u) of the largest
cluster-tree (Cu). Then, the size and parity stored at the
root is updated. Path compression can then be applied
to minimize the depth of the new clusters.
Path compression: When Find(u) is called, we step
through the tree until we reach its root. Once the root of
u is reached we compress the by pointing all the ver-
tices encountered along the path directly to the root.
This only doubles the cost Find() but speeds up any
future call to the function that passes through any part
of the compressed path. Using path compression alone,
without weighted union also leads to a complexity of
O(n log n). However, when combining both procedures
together there is a further reduction of the complex-
ity. The analysis of Union-Find algorithms with both
weighted union and path compression is quite involved,
Tarjan proved that remarkably the worst-case complex-
ity is O(nα(n)) [49]. It has also been shown that this
result is optimal [55, 56].
Support of the growing clusters: The cluster-trees
encode the set of vertices of the clusters. The edges are
represented by a look-up table, Support, of size |E| that
stores the state of an edge, which can take one of three
values: Unoccupied, Grown or Half-grown. When an edge
is half-grown also store the vertex of the lattice from
which it was grown. Support is initialized with all erased
edges marked as Grown and all other edges being Unoc-
cupied. As the algorithm proceeds, half-edges are grown,
growing by one half-edge twice produces a grown edge.
Boundary representation: In order to preserve the
low complexity of the dynamical fusion using Union-
Find, we must be careful when updating Support. In
each round of growth we must identify the boundary ver-
tices of a cluster from which we will grow new edges. By a
boundary vertex, we mean a vertex of the lattice such that
at least one of the incident edges is not in the erasure,
ε. One way to do this would be to explore the cluster
to identify the boundary, but this would induce a linear
cost in the size of the cluster in each round, resulting in
a quadratic complexity overall. We now describe a more
efficient strategy.
We can avoid recomputing the boundary of the cluster
by storing a list of boundary vertices for each root. To
grow a cluster, we must then simply iterate over this list
and grow the incident edges. When clusters are fused, it
is necessary to update the boundary lists. We now de-
scribe a subroutine Grow(L) that can achieve this in lin-
ear time. This function takes a list L = {u1, u2, . . . , um}
of cluster roots as an input, each with its associated
boundary list. The function Grow(L) increases the ra-
dius of these clusters by one half-edge, fuses the clusters
that meet and updates the clusters and their boundary
lists. The function runs in five steps.
• (i) Growth: Grow all the clusters of root ui by one
half-edge. This is done by running over the lists
of boundary vertices and by growing the incident
half-edges in the table Support. This step returns
a list of all the newly grown edges that connect two
distinct clusters. Call these edges fusion edges.
• (ii) Fusion of clusters: Run over fusion edges e =
{u, v} and if u and v belong to distinct clusters then
merge them with Union(u, v), otherwise remove e
from the list of fusion edges.
• (iii) Fusion of boundary lists: Run over fusion
edges (updated in (ii)) and for each e = {u, v}, ap-
pend the boundary list of the smallest cluster Cu
or Cv (before fusion) at the end of the boundary
list of the largest one (before fusion).
• (iv) Update roots: Replace each element ui of the
root list L by Find(ui).
• (v) Update Boundary lists: Run once more over
each boundary list and remove the vertices that
are no longer boundary vertices.
We remark that new boundary vertices are added when
merging the boundary list with the boundary list of a
neighbor cluster. We only need to remove vertices from
those lists in the last step to update them.
Avoiding growth duplication: In order to simplify
the description of the algorithm, we have so far omitted a
detail of the implementation. If two clusters of the list are
fused during step (ii), then updating their roots in (iv)
results in a duplicated root in the list. We can avoid this
issue by also storing in a look-up table an indicator that
marks the vertices of the odd-root list at the beginning
of each round of growth. Maintaining this extra look-
up table (of linear-size) does not increase the complexity
of the algorithm. This modification allows us to detect
the presence of Find(u) in the list before replacing u by
Find(u). If it is already present, we simply remove u
from the list, and avoid creating a duplicate.
6C. Summary of data structure and algorithm
Each cluster C in the lattice is encoded using the fol-
lowing data:
• Cluster-tree: A tree whose vertices encode the
vertices of C with an arbitrary root.
• Size and Parity: The size of the cluster and the
parity of C are stored at the root of the cluster-tree.
• Support: A look-up table that stores the state of
each edge in the growing clusters.
• Boundary List: The list of all the boundary ver-
tices of C.
A full version of the algorithm we have described is
given in Algorithm 2. Let us now summarize the contri-
bution of each part of the algorithm to the overall com-
plexity.
Complexity of the full algorithm: Algorithm 2
can be decomposed into three blocks. The first block
contains lines 1-2 and initializes the clusters. Block 2
contains lines 3-11 and relies on a Union-Find algorithm
that we have just described. The complexity of this sub-
routine provides the leading order in the complexity of
our decoder. In the third block, line 12, the erasure de-
coder is applied.
Creating the list of clusters can be achieved in lin-
ear time by exploring the connected components of the
sublattice of erased edges [57]. During this same explo-
ration, we can compute the size and syndrome parity
of the cluster, and store it at the root, which does not
affect the complexity. The table Support is also initial-
ized in linear time. The second block grows and merges
odd clusters until they disappear and runs from line 3
to 11. We have discussed how the Union-Find algorithm
can be used to achieve this in O(nα(n)) time. Each of
the n vertices can be at a boundary during at most two
rounds of growth, and during the growing procedure each
list is iterated over O(1) times. The complexity of grow-
ing Support and updating the boundary lists is therefore
O(n). The support of the clusters and the boundary lists
can be updated in linear time O(n) using Grow(). The
last two instructions are simply the erasure decoder and
are already known to have linear complexity [54]. The
dominant contribution to the complexity is therefore the
O(nα(n)) due to the Union-Find algorithm used to keep
track of the cluster-trees during syndrome validation.
V. WEIGHTED GROWTH VERSION OF THE
UNION-FIND DECODER
The algorithm we have described so far grows all (odd)
clusters uniformly in each round. We now discuss one
simple way in which this growth strategy can be altered
to improve the performance of the decoder. We recall
Algorithm 2 Union-Find decoder – Almost-linear time
version
Require: The set of erased positions ε ⊂ E and the syn-
drome σ ⊂ V of an error EZ .
Ensure: An estimation C of EZ up to a stabilizer.
1: Initialize cluster-trees, Support and boundary lists for all
clusters.
2: Create the lists L of roots of odd clusters.
3: While L is not empty do
4: (o) Initialize the fusion list F as an empty list.
5: (i) For all u ∈ L, grow the cluster Cu of a half-edge
in the Table Support. If a new grown edge e is added in
Support then add e to the fusion list F .
6: (ii) For all e = {u, v} ∈ F , if Find(u) 6= Find(v) then
applies Union(u, v) to merge the cluster Cu and Cv. If
Find(u) = Find(v) then remove e from the list F .
7: (iii) For all e = {u, v} ∈ F , read the sizes of the clusters
Cu and Cv stored at the roots (uses Find()) and append
the boundary list of the smallest cluster at the end of the
boundary list of the largest one.
8: (iv) Replace each root u ∈ L by Find(ui). (in a way
that does not create duplicated elements)
9: (v) For all u ∈ L, remove the vertices of the boundary
list of u that are not boundary vertices.
10: (vi) For all u ∈ L, if Cu is an even cluster then remove
it from L.
11: Erase all the edges that are fully grown in Support.
12: Apply the peeling decoder to the erasure.
that our basic argument in the proof of Theorem 1 was
that if a cluster is odd there exists at least one path
of errors connecting this cluster to a vertex outside the
cluster. When the error rate is small, it is likely that
only one error chain terminates in the cluster. When
the cluster grows, we add some number of edges that is
proportional to the number of boundary vertices. If we
add b new edges, then only 1/b of those edges correctly
cover the error. The larger the boundary of the cluster,
the more ’incorrect’ edges we are adding. By growing
smaller clusters first, fewer erasures will be added in total,
which increases the chance success in the the final erasure
decoding step .
The Weighted Growth version of the Union-Find de-
coder is achieved by always growing the cluster with the
smallest boundary size. The Weighted Growth Union-
Find decoder can also be implemented in linear time.
This small modification improves the threshold of the 2d
toric code from 9.2% to 9.9% for phase-flip errors and
from 2.4% to 2.6% with faulty-syndrome measurements.
VI. APPLICATION TO QUANTUM
COMPUTING
We have so far described the decoder only for the 2d
surface code. To be of use for quantum computing appli-
cations, where measurements may be faulty, we must be
able to solve the (2+1)-dimensional variant of the decod-
ing problem [42]. Multiple rounds of syndrome measure-
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Figure 5: Performance results. a) Results of numeri-
cal threshold simulations on the 2d toric code under an error
model of erasure and Pauli error at independent error rates
pe and pZ . The shaded area indicates the correctable region,
which is below threshold. Example threshold plots can be seen
in the Appendix. b) Results of numerical threshold simula-
tions of the 2+1d toric code under an error model of erasure
and phenomenological error at independent error rates pe and
pZ .
ment on the surface code produce a three-dimensional
cubic lattice of syndrome outcomes, where the x-y di-
rections correspond to the physical code, and the third
dimension represents time. Space-like edges in this syn-
drome lattice correspond to physical errors on the qubits
of the code, while time-like edges correspond to measure-
ment errors. The decoder as we have described it requires
no adaption to be applied to the 3d lattice.
Conceptually we can understand the decoder as adding
virtual erasures to the syndrome information that include
the support of the error operator, and we can extend this
interpretation to the 3d case. Erasing the space-like edges
of the syndrome graph corresponds to erasure of a physi-
cal qubit, while erasing a time-like edge of the syndrome
graph corresponds to the erasure of a measurement out-
come - a classical erasure. Physically such a measure-
ment erasure corresponds to the case that no stabilizer
outcome was recorded.
We performed numerical simulations to quantify the
performance of the decoder in both 2d and 3d. In 2d
each qubit is treated as erased with a probability pe and
acquires a Pauli Z error with a probability pZ . In 3d we
consider making L rounds of repeated syndrome measure-
ments, for a lattice of dimension L. Each measurement
outcome is erased with probability pe and returns the
incorrect value with probability pZ . Between rounds of
measurement each qubit is erased with probability pe and
acquires a Pauli Z error with probability pZ . This cor-
responds to the phenomenologial error model in the case
that pe = 0. More details of the numerics are described
in Appendix B. The results of threshold calculations are
shown in Figure 5a) and b), defining a correctable region
in the space of erasure and Pauli error. In 2d, with no
erasure, we find pth = 9.9% and in 3d we find pth = 2.6%.
This is only a small reduction in the decoder performance
compared with MWPM (see Table-I). Below threshold
the logical error rate is well behaved, showing a clear
exponential supression with increasing lattice size.
We measured the average running time to perform de-
coding as a function of the number of qubits, which gives
numerical evidence of a linear average complexity. Fig-
ure 1 shows the running time, for a C implementation
of the decoder running on a single 2.9 GHz Intel Core i5
CPU.
A. Application beyond the surface code
The functionality of the Union-Find decoder extends
beyond Pauli errors, as the decoder naturally handles a
mixed noise model of erasure and Pauli error. Barrett
and Stace [44, 45] first introduced an algorithm to de-
code the Raussendorf lattice [16, 58, 59] in the presence
of erasure, which combines MWPMwith geometric defor-
mations of the lattice around erased qubits, and runs in
O(n3) time. This noise model is particularly relevant for
photonic measurement based quantum computing [60–
63], where qubit erasure is likely to be a dominant source
of error. However, in these architectures the complexity
of the Barrett-Stace algorithm would make it challeng-
ing to implement fast enough to keep up with the natural
clock-speed of a quantum computer. The Union-Find de-
coder provides a significant decrease in computational re-
quirements for decoding in a photonic architecture, with
only a small decrease in threshold.
As well as its speed, one advantage of the Union-Find
decoder is its immediate flexibility to other geometries
and dimensions. The Union-Find decoder requires only
an underlying graph structure, and therefore requires no
alteration to run in any geometry as long as the errors
form string-like objects. This makes it a simple tool for
use in complex geometries, such as hyperbolic codes [64–
68]. In contrast, MWPM must in general be combined
with costly path finding algorithms to compute the dis-
tance between syndrome measurements. Here we have
only simulated the performance on a torus, but non pe-
riodic boundary conditions can be handled by allowing
clusters to become valid by merging with a rough bound-
ary. Furthermore, the decoder can also be used on a
syndrome graph of any dimension, although we expect
that the threshold performance of the Union-Find algo-
rithm, at least in its basic form, will decrease relative to
perfect matching as the dimension of the space increases.
Beyond surface codes, the Union-Find decoder can also
be used to decode the 2D color code, when used in com-
bination with the method introduced in [41] for project-
ing color codes onto surface codes. This procedure does
not affect the complexity of the algorithm. By numeri-
cally simulating decoding on a hexagonal lattice, we find
a threshold for the [6,6,6] color code of 8.4% under i.i.d
Pauli Z error.
8VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented a decoder with a high threshold
which has a considerably lower time complexity than
any other existing practical decoder. Indeed, we are very
close to the the best possible complexity for any decoder
that is not parallelized. Since one must at a minimum it-
erate at least once over the syndrome, the lowest possible
time is O(n). But we are interested in practical applica-
tions, and complexity is not the only figure of merit. It is
important that our algorithm also has a small constant
overhead, making it fast in practice as well as in theory.
Many questions remain to be answered. Our imple-
mentation achieved linear complexity, but was not heav-
ily optimized for speed. Work should be done to under-
stand how much this can be improved, in particular by
implementing the algorithm in hardware. In terms of er-
ror tolerance, we have studied only simple noise models,
and the performance under circuit-level error will need to
be studied to draw a more meaningful comparison with
the thresholds of other decoders.
There are many challenges still to solve before an error
corrected quantum computer can be realized, and one of
these is decoding. Our algorithm has important practical
implications in achieving this goal, and is a significant
step towards overcoming the hurdle of fast decoding in
real quantum devices.
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Appendix A: Ackermann’s function
Different versions of Ackermann’s original function ex-
ist, though they generally only different in a constant.
In this section, we describe the version used by Tarjan
to obtain an optimal upper bound on the complexity of
Union-Find algorithms [49]. Ackermann’s function is a
two-parameter function defined for any pair (i, j) of non-
negative integers by the following relations,
A(0, i) = 2i
A(i, 0) = 0
A(i, 1) = 2
A(i, j) = A(i− 1, A(i, j − 1))
From this recursive definition, we find, for instance, that
for all j ≥ 1
A(1, j) = A(0, A(1, j − 1) = 2A(1, j − 1) = 2j ·
A similar calculation shows that A(2, 1) = 2, A(2, 2) = 4
and
A(2, j) = 22
2−2
with j twos·
We call the inverse of Ackermann’s function, which we
denote α(n), the value
α(n) = min{i| |A(i, 4) ≥ log2 n}
Ackermann’s function grows amazingly quickly. The first
terms to appear in the definition of α are
A(1, 4) = 24,
and
A(2, 4) = 22
22
= 216 = 65536.
Then, we obtain A(3, 4) = A(2, A(3, 3)) =
A(2, A(2, A(3, 2))) = A(2, A(2, 4)) and using A(3, 2) = 4,
we find
A(3, 4) = 22
2−2
with 65536 twos·
This number is so large that we never hit A(3, 4) in any
practical situation, making α(n) ≤ 3.
Appendix B: Numerical results
Here we show an example of the threshold plots for
the numerics that were used to generate the data shown
in Figure 5. All data points were computed by repeated
montecarlo simulations of random erasure and noise on a
surface code followed by decoding. The simulations were
repeated until at least 10,000 failures had been observed.
Figure 6 shows the threshold for the 2d toric code, when
pe = 0, for which we find a threshold of 9.9%. Figure 7
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Figure 6: Threshold results for the 2d toric code, with no
erasure
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Figure 7: Threshold results for the 2d toric code, with no
erasure
shows the threshold for the 2+1d toric code, when pe = 0,
for which we find a threshold of 2.6%.
Figure 8 shows the below threshold scaling of the where
pe = 0.1. We see an exponential suppression in the logical
error rate with increasing lattice size, strong evidence of
the threshold behavior.
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Figure 8: Below threshold performance for the 2d toric code
with pe = 0.1. Below the threshold the logical error rate
is exponentially suppressed as the lattice size increases. We
perform up to 109 Montecarlo trials per data point.
